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1. Introduction
Creating artificial creatures capable of interacting with human beings, following standard
social conventions and breaking them as humans do, is part of the technological expression
of mankind. Around the 17th century renowned craftsman started producing mechanical
automata with behavioral capabilities that imitated basic human skills, mainly related to
locomotion and manipulation. A multitude of fictional robots were developed by science
fiction authors since the early 20th century, most of them exhibiting behavioral capabilities
far ahead of what science and technology would allow. Since then robots populate collective
imagination and technological societies established as unconscious goal developing robots
aiming at obtaining a human alter ego.
In addition to strict intelligence, a key feature of human beings, robotics also targets human
like physical interaction properties such as locomotion. After a century of scientific research
it seems clear that achieving intelligence in robotics requires mastering cognition, learning,
reasoning, and physical interaction techniques. The Turing test to assess the intelligence of a
generic machine can also be used to assess the intelligence of a robot. If human can be
deceived by a robot, in a dialogue and also in a physical interaction with the environment,
through locomotion or manipulation, then it passes the test. As a complementary argument,
the way the interaction is performed might influence whether or not the robot qualifies as
intelligent. For example, a robot can avoid obstacles in different manners, according to the
environment conditions, and induce different perceptions in a human watching the motion.
In the end, an intelligent robot must interact with an ordinary human being, probably not
experienced in what concerns robotics, as if it were a human.
The robotics research community only recently started to pay attention to human robot
interaction (HRI) as an independent research area. Besides the pure research interest, mass
applications, both socially and economically relevant, are being envisaged for robots,
namely as home companions, personnal assistants, security agents, office assistants, and
generic workers. State of the art humanoid robotics is already capable of simple tasks in
factory environments but the interaction abilities are still not up to pass a Turing test.
Generic HRI must assume that humans are inexperienced in what concerns robot motion
and hence the interaction techniques robots should use must clone those used by humans
among themselves. This suggests that models of human interactions be used to support the
research and development of HRI models. In addition, these models might support human
like schemes for interaction among robots themselves hence avoiding having to consider
separate competences for each type of interaction.
Source: Human-Robot Interaction, Book edited by Nilanjan Sarkar,
ISBN 978-3-902613-13-4, pp.522, September 2007, Itech Education and Publishing, Vienna, Austria
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The chapter reviews a number of topics directly related to HRI and describes a research
effort to develop a HRI model inspired in semiotics concepts developed in linguistics to
model interactions among humans. A set of experiments is presented to illustrate the ideas
developed.

2. A brief overview of HRI related research
HRI evolved from the human-machine and human-computer interaction. Often it has been
reduced to the design of interfaces aiming at optimizing specific performance indices.
Nowadays, typical human strategies used to convey information, such as expressing
emotions and specifying intentions through motion, are being also addressed in HRI
research.
As an example, the design of keyboards is often subject to studies to optimize usability
measures such as the time required by a human to type a benchmark sequence of keys,
(Carroll, 2003). Interface design techniques have also rely on the study of maps of human
thought obtained by cognitive psychology, (Raskin, 2000). Interfacing tools are always
present in a robot control architecture though its synthesis does not aim directly at
simplifying the interaction between robots and humans. Usability has been studied in (Ryu
and Lee, 2006) in the context of map based interfaces. An agent based architecture for HRI
based on an adaptive graphical interface is described in (Kawamura et al., 2003). The robot
agent provides the human with the necessary information on the robot and environment. A
commander agent maintains a model of the user that is used to decide the message
forwarding policy from the human to the appropriate robot. A paradigm in which robots
and humans cooperate through the abiliy to recognize emotions is described in (Rani and
Sarkar, 2004). Universal user friendly human-computer interfaces were addressed in
(Savidis, A. and Stephanidis, C., 2004). Physical indicators used in HRI analysis criteria can
also be used in decision making, (Dautenhahn and Werry, 2002).
Robot control architectures have always been a key subject in robotics, fostering research
work in multiple enabling areas, e.g., sensors, kinematics and dynamics modeling and
control, and in specific functionalities, e.g., path planning and following, obstacle avoidance,
world mapping, and localisation. During the 80's the concept of behavior gained wide
visibility in robotics. The semantic content associated with the behavior concept seemed to
indicate that robot missions could be easily specified almost as if using natural language (or,
more generically, a natural interface). Despite multiple efforts to create a formal support for
this concept1 this has been an elusive concept in what concerns simplifying HRI. Humancomputer interaction models have been used in (Scholtz, 2003) to define HRI models based
on a set of roles, such as supervisor, operator and bystander. In a sense, these roles can be
identified with the linguistic notion of behavior though they yield only weak guidelines for
synthesis.
The research in robot control architectures is huge. Most of the general purpose
architectures can be classified somewhere in the span of behavioral and functional models.
The first tend to be specified in terms of models of global performance whereas the later use
functional blocks to describe goal behaviors. For example, (Ogasawara, 1991) identifies five
components in control architectures, namely, percepts, decomposition, strategies, arbitration
1

A framework including a formal definition of behavior for generic dynamical systems can be
found in (Willems, 1991).
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and actions. Despite the semantic content identified with the names of the components, at
the implementation level there are functional blocks such as map builders, obstacle
avoidance and world modeling strategies, and user interfaces. An arbitration block controls
the action to be executed. Other examples of single and multiple robot architectures can
easily be found in the literature using concepts from artificial intelligence, biology, semiotics
and economic trade markets (see for instance (Parker, 1998; Sequeira and M.I. Ribeiro, 2006a;
Bias et al., 2005)).
HRI is also a key area in active surveillance systems. The development of interaction
strategies that can be used both by robots and humans, reasonably independent of their
relative skills, is likely to improve the performance of the systems. The vast majority of the
existing commercial surveillance systems rely on three main components, namely (i)
networks of fixed sensors covering the perimeter under surveillance, (ii) visual and
keyboard interfaces as interaction tools, and (iii) human supervisors to handle contingency
situations. When moving to robotics, a critical issue is that the devices must be able to
interact with humans unskilled in what concerns robot specific issues, such as kinematics
and dynamics.
First generation commercial surveillance systems rely mainly on networks of fixed sensors,
e.g., CCTV systems and motion detectors, to acquire and send data directly to human
experts. The development of computer vision led to smart cameras able to process images
and extract specific features. Image processing techniques for detection and identification of
human activities is an area with huge influence in the ability of robotic systems to interact
and even socialize with humans. The surveys in (Valera and Velastin, 2005; Hu et al., 2004)
identify key issues in image processing related to the surveillance problem, e.g., human
identification using biometric data, the use of multiple cameras, and 2D/3D target
modelling. An example of a network of portable video sensors is presented in (Kogut et al.,
2003) to detect, track and classify moving targets, and gathering information used to control
unmanned ground vehicles.
Robots have been employed in commercial surveillance systems mainly as mobile platforms
to carry sensors. The PatrolBot (www.mobilerobots.com) is used in the surveillance of
buildings like the Victoria Secret's headquarters at Columbus, USA, and in the United
Nations building at Geneva, Switzerland. Mostitech (www.mostitech.com), Personal Robots
(www.personalrobots.com), and Fujitsu (www.fujitsu.com) currently sell robots for
domestic intruder detection (off the shelf video cameras, eventually with pan-tilt
capabilities, constitute also simple robots that can be configured to detect intruders).
In military and police scenarios the robots are, in general, teleoperated to gather information
on the enemy positions and in explosives ordinance disposal, (Nguyen and Bott, 2000;
Everett, 2003). The Robowatch robot (www.robowatch.de) is supervised by a human
through a graphic interface and allowed limited autonomy through information from
ultrasound, radar, video and infrared sensors. These robots do not aim at cooperative
operation with other robots or humans. Upon detecting unexpected events they just signal a
human supervisor through the interface. The interfacing techniques are often developed to
accomodate technical constraints, e.g., small number of sensors allowed due to power
supply constraints, which might limit their usability. In difficult applications, such as bomb
disposal, there are learning curves of several months (robot non-holonomy tends to be an
issue in such applications).
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In some examples with large number of robots, the interfacing aspects become much more
relevant as having humans supervising of each of the individual robots may not be feasible.
For example, the Centibots project, (Konolidge et al., 2004), aims at deploying a large
number of robots in unexplored areas for world mapping, target searching and surveillance
tasks. Distributed map building and fault tolerant communications are just two of the
functionalities in each robot. The robots are organized hierarchically, in groups, each with a
team leader, and are able to exchange data within the limited range of the communications
system. There are four types of interaction allowed, null interaction, hypothesis generation,
hypothesis testing and coordinated exploration. Basically, this corresponds to a negotiation
strategy that controls the exchange of sensor data. Another example is given by the team of
miniature robots with onboard cameras in (Rybski et al., 2000) for reconnaissance and
surveillance tasks. The limited computational capabilities of these robots require that image
processing and the decision processes are done offboard. The control of large groups of
robots using loose interaction protocols in a surveillance task is discussed in (Khrisna and
Hexmoor, 2003). Besides the common localisation, navigation and collision avoidance
modules, the proposed architecture includes functionalities such as social notions, values,
cooperative and shared reasoning and intruder detection.
Including social skills in robots is likely to facilitate their integration in human
environments. A robot might be instructed to approach groups of people as a mean to
demonstrate that it needs to communicate explicitly or just to acquire information on the
group. This sort of social behavior matches typically human social behaviors; in some
circunstances a single human tends to approach groups of people in order to foster
interaction with the other humans in the group. Standard techniques can be used to design
behaviors that convey information on the intentions of a robot to the outside environment
(see for instance (Nicolescu and Mataric, 2001)). Still, current strategies to describe in a
unified way the synthesis and detection/recognition from sensor data of such behaviours,
both for humans and robots, do not yield user friendly interfacing.

3. Abstract concepts in HRI modeling
In general, robots and humans work at very different levels of abstraction. Developing new
forms of representing human-robot interactions close to those used among humans, e.g.,
natural interfaces, is likely to yield robotic systems able to perform complex missions that
currently can only be accomplished by humans.
Most of the usual interactions among machines, and robots in particular, are supported on
well defined protocols to wrap and transport data. This means that every intervenient
knows exactly what to do when it receives data, how to transmit it and what to do with it.
Interactions among humans follow different principles. Often, information is exchanged
using loosely defined protocols and symbolic information is exchanged either conveying
explicit data or wrapping a particular meaning that later it will be inferred by the receiver.
The difficulties in creating a model for linguistic interactions with the above characteristics
are obviously immense. Despite the research efforts, dating back to the work of Chomsky,
Harman and others, (Chomsky, 1968; Harman, 1969), current natural interfacing tools are
still not powerful enough to mimic human natural language capabilities.
Mapping high level abstract concepts into low level concrete objects requires a roadmap, i.e.,
a set of organizing principles. Category theory (CT) provides a suitable framework to
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represent the objects and relations among them. Other than providing deep formal results,
CT clarifies these organizing principles.
Diagram 1 represents a model of a hierachy of abstractions (the level of abstraction increases
towards the righthand side of the diagram). Each level follows a classical sense-think-act
pipeline. The Hi objects represent the data perceived by the robot at each abstraction level.
The absti functors define the data processing between levels. The behi functors represent the
decision processes on the perceived data. The Ai objects contain the information that
directly affects the motion of the robot. The acti functors stand for the processes that
transform high level information into actuator controls. The circle arrows indicate
endofunctors in each of the categories involved.

(1)

At the lowest level of abstraction, H0 includes objects such as configuration spaces, the A0
contains the control spaces, and the beh0 account for low level control strategies, e.g., motor
control feedback loops. Coordinate transformations are examples of endomaps in H0. At the
intermediate levels, the Hi can represent data, services, and functionalities such as path
planning and world map building algorithms. At the highest level of abstraction, Hn stands
for the objects used in natural interactions, that is, information units exchanged during a
natural interactions such as those occurring when using natural language. The An stands for
high level processing of such units. In an implementation perspective, the diagram suggests
the use of concurrent behi maps, operating in different levels of abstraction and competing to
deliver their outputs to actuators. In a sense, it generalizes the well known idea of
subsumption architecture.
Abstractions defined through projection maps have been used in the context of dynamical
systems to represent hierarchies of models that preserve good properties, e.g., controllability
and observability; see for instance (Stankovic and Siljak, 2002) for examples with linear time
invariant systems, (Asarin and Maler, 1994) for a definition on discrete event systems, or
(Asarin and Dang, 2004) for nonlinear continuous systems. Simulation and bisimulation
maps also express notions of equivalence (from an external perspective) between systems;
see (van der Schaft, 2004) on linear time invariant systems.
Diagram 1, accounting for multiple decision levels through the behi maps, raises interesting
robotics problems, namely (i) defining criteria for the number of abstraction levels, and (ii)
optimally distributing the information processing through the abstraction levels, i.e.,
designing the absti and acti maps. The diagram can also be interpreted as relating different
perspectives for modeling and controlling robots2 and hence might represent a unifying
structure for robot control architectures. In a sense, each of the abstraction levels represents

2

This idea of different perspectives to system modeling is common in information systems architectures,
see for instance the IEEE 1471 standard, (IEEE, 2000).
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a different perspective from where to look to a problem and all the perspectives contribute
to the global outcome.

4. A semiotics based HRI model
Semiotics is a branch of general philosophy addressing the linguistic interactions among
humans. It has been used by several authors mainly to provide guidelines for control
architectures synthesis (see for instance (Meystel and Albus, 2002)) and often related to the
symbol grounding concept of artificial intelligence. Categorical approaches to semiotics
have been proposed in human-computer interaction area. See for instance (Neumuller, 2000)
for an application of hypertext theory to world wide web, (Codognet, 2002) for research on
machine-machine and human-human interactions over electronic media, and (Malcolm and
Goguen, 1998) for an algebraic formulation for semiotics and its use in interface design.
The underlying idea in this chapter is (i) to use the concept of semiotic sign as the basis
information unit used by humans to interact among themselves, (ii) to establish principles
for processing these semiotic signs, and (iii) to define adequate maps between sets of signs
and spaces of control variables.
Interaction using natural language is probably the most complete example of interaction
among heterogeneous agents using semiotic signs. Semiotic signs evolved mainly from the
work of C. S. Pierce and F. Saussure (see for instance (Chandler, 2003; Bignell, 1997)). The
concepts developed by Pierce and Saussure differ slightly, with Pierce's model being more
flexible that Saussure's model. The signs and morphisms defined among them form sign
systems.
Following Pierce's work, signs can be of three categories, (Codognet, 2002; Malcolm and
Goguen, 1998), (i) symbols, expressing arbitrary relationships, such as conventions, (ii)
icons, such as images, (iii) indices, as indicators of facts or conditions. Signs defined in these
three categories can represent any of the abstract entities, of arbitrary complexity, that are
used by humans in linguistic interactions, (Bignell, 1997).
A generic semiotic sign, in any of the three classes above, encapsulates three atomic objects,
named meaning, object, and label, and the relations between them. Under reasonable
assumptions on the existence of identity maps, map composition, and composition
association, signs can be modeled as a category. Diagram (2) illustrates the sign category,
hereafter named SIGNS. A similar representation, known as the "semiotic triangle", is often
used in the literature on semiotics (see for instance (Chandler, 2003)). For the sake of
completeness it is worth to point that Saussure's model of a sign included only two objects, a
signifier, defining, the form the sign takes, and a signified, defining, the concept it
represents.

(2)
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The Labels, (L), represent the vehicle through which the sign is used, Meanings, (M), stand for
what the users understand when referring to the sign, and Objects, (O), stand for the real
objects signs refer to. The morphisms are named semantics, standing for the map that
extracts the meaning of an object, syntactics, standing for the map that constructs a sign from
a set of syntactic rules, and pragmatics, standing for the maps that extract hidden meanings
from signs, i.e., perform inference on the sign to extract the meaning.
In the mobile robotics context the objects in a concrete category resulting from SIGNS must
be able to represent in a unified way (i) regular information exchanges, e.g., state data
exchanged over regular media, and (ii) robot motion information. In addition, they should
fit the capabilities of unskilled humans when interacting with the robots, much like a natural
language.
A forgetful functor assigns to each object in SIGNS a set that is relevant for the above
objectives. The co-domain category is denoted ACTIONS and is defined in Diagram (3),

(3)

where A represents the practical implementation of a semiotic sign, q0 stands for an initial
condition that marks the creation of the semiotic sign, e.g., the configuration of a robot, a
stands for a process or algorithm that implements a functionality associated with the
semiotic sign, e.g., a procedure to compute an uncertainty measure at q0, Ba stands for a set
in the domain space of a, e.g., a compact region in the workspace. A practical way to read
Diagram (3) is to consider the objects in A as having an internal structure of the form (q0,a,Ba)
of which (q0, Ba) is of particular interest to represent a meaning for some classes of problems.
The syntactics morphism is the constructor of the object. It implements the syntactic rules
that create an A object. The constructors in object oriented programming languages are
typical examples of such morphisms.
The semantics morphism is just a projection operator. In this case the semantics of interest is
chosen as the projection onto { q0 x Ba}.
The pragmatics morphism implements the maps used to reason over signs. For instance, the
meaning of a sign can in general be obtained directly from the behavior of the sign as
described by the object A (instead of having it extracted from the label)3.
Diagram 3 already imposes some structure on the component objects of a semiotic sign. This
structure is tailored to deal with robot motion and alternative structures are of course
possible. For instance, the objects in ACTIONS can be extended to include additional
components expressing events of interest.

3

This form of inference is named hidden meaning in semiotics.
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5. From abstract to concrete objects
Humans interact among each others using a mixture of loosely defined concepts and precise
concepts. In a mixed human-robot system, data exchanges usually refer to robot
configurations, uncertainty or confidence levels, events and specific functions to be
associated with the numeric and symbolic data. This means that the objects in ACTIONS
must be flexible enough to cope with all these possibilities. In the robot motion context,
looseness can be identified with an amount of uncertainty when specifying a path, i.e.,
instead of specifying a precise path only a region where the path is to be contained is
specified, together with a motion trend or intention of motion. To an unskilled observer, this
region bounding the path conveys a notion of equivalence between all the paths contained
therein and hence it embedds some semantic content.
The objects in ACTIONS span the above caracteristics. For mobile robots the following are
two examples.
•
The action map a represents a trajectory generation algorithm that is applied at some
initial configuration q0 and constrained to stay inside a region Ba, or
•
The action map a stands for an event detection strategy, from state and/or sensor data,
when the robot is at configuration qo with an uncertainty given by Ba.
Definition 1 illustrates an action that is able to represent motion trends and intentions of
motion.
Definition 1 (ACTIONS) Let k be a time index, q0 the configuration of a robot where the action
starts to be applied and a(q0)|k the configuration at time k of a path generated by action a.
A free action is defined by a triple (q0,a,Ba) where Ba is a compact set and the q0 the initial condition of
the action, and verifies,
(4)
(4b)
(4c)
with

a ball of radius

centered at q0, and
(4d)

Definition 1 establishes a loose form of equivalence between paths generated by a, starting
in a neighborhood of q0, and evolving in the bounding region Ba. This equivalence can be
fully characterized through the definition of an equality operator in ACTIONS. The
resulting notion is more general than the classical notion of simulation (and bisimulation)4
as the relation between trajectories is weaker. Objects as in Definition 1 are rather general.
These objects can be associated with spaces other than configuration spaces and workspaces.
Also, it is possible to define an algebraic framework in ACTIONS with a set of free operators
that express the motion in the space of actions, (Sequeira and M.I. Ribeiro, 2006b). The

4

Recall that a simulation is a relation between spaces 1 and 2 such that trajectories in both spaces
are similar independent of the disturbances in 1. A bisimulation extends the similarity also to
disturbances in X2 (see (van der Schaft, 2004)).
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interest of having such a framework is that it allows to determine conditions under which
good properties such as controllability are preserved.
A free action verifying Definition 1 can be implemented as in the following proposition.
Proposition 1 (Action) Let a(q0) be a free action. The paths generated by a(q0) are solutions of a
system in the following form,
(5)
where Fa is a Lipschitzian set-valued map with closed convex values verifying,
(6)
where
is the contingent cone to Ba at q.
The demonstration of this proposition is just a restatement of Theorem 5.6 in (Smirnov,
2002) on the existence of invariant sets for the inclusion (5).
equal to
When {q} is a configuration space of a robot, points in the interior of Ba have
the whole space. When q is over the boundary of Ba the contingent cone is the tangent space
to
to Ba at q. Therefore, when q is in the interior of Ba it is necessary to constrain
obtain motion directions that can drive a robot (i) through a path in the interior or over the
boundary of Ba, and (ii) towards a mission goal.
In general, bounding regions of interest are nonconvex. To comply with Proposition 1
triangulation procedures might be used to obtain a covering formed by convex elements
(the simplicial complexes). Assuming that any bounding region can be described by the
union of such simplicial complexes5, the generation of paths by an action requires that (i) an
additional adjustment of admissible motion directions such that the boundary of a simplicial
complex can be crossed, and (ii) the detection of adequate events involved, e.g., approaching
the boundary of a complex and crossing of the border between adjacent complexes. When in
the interior of a simplicial complex, the path is generated by some law that verifies
Proposition 1.
The transition between complexes is thus, in general, a nonsmooth process. Figure 1 shows
2D examples that strictly follow the conditions in Proposition 1 with very different
behaviors.

Figure 1. Examples for 2D simplicial complex crossing

5

See for instance (Shewchuk, J. R., 1998) for conditions on the existence of constrained Delaunay
triangulations.
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In robotics it is important to ensure that transitions between complexes occur as smoothly as
possible in addition to having the paths staying inside the overall bounding region.
Proposition 2 states sufficient conditions for transitions avoiding moving over the boundary
in adjacent complexes.
Proposition 2 (Crossing adjacent convex elements) Let a path q be generated by motion
directions verifying Proposition 1, and consider two adjacent (i.e., sharing part of their boundaries)
simplicial complexes B1 and B2 assume that the desired crossing sequence is B1 to B2. Furthermore, let
be a neighbourhood of q with radius e and define the points qci and sets Ci, i = 1,2 as,

and let the set of admissible motion directions be defined by

(7)

Then the path q crosses the boundary of B1 and enters B2 with minimal motion on the border
.
The demonstration follows by showing that when q is over the border between B1 and B2 the
motion directions given by (
) — q are not admissible.
Expression (7) determines three transitions. The first transition occurs when the robot moves
from a point in the interior of B1, but outside C1, to a point inside B1 C1. The admissible
motion directions are then those that drive the robot along paths inside B1 as if no transition
would have to occur. At this event the admissible motions directions drive the robot
.
towards the border between B1 and B2 because C1 is a viability domain as
The second transition occurs when the robot crosses the border between B1 and B2. At this
and hence the path moves away
point the admissible motion directions
from the border
towards the interior of B2. At the third transition the path enters
B2\C2 and the admissible motion directions yield paths inside B2.
While

q ∈ B1 ∩ B2

there are no admissible motion directions either in TB1(q) or TB2(q) and

hence the overlapping between the trajectory and the border is minimal.
Examples of actions can be easily created. Following the procedure outline above, a generic
bounding region in a 2D euclidean space, with boundary defined by a polygonal line, it can
be (i) covered with convex elements obtained through the Delaunay triangulation on the
vertices of the polygonal line (the simplicial complexes), and (ii) stripped out of the elements
which have at least one point outside the region. The resulting covering defines a
topological map for which a visibility graph can be easily computed.
Figure 2 shows an example of an action with a polygonal bounding region, defined in a 2D
euclidean space with the bounding region covered with convex elements obtained with
Delaunay triangulation. The convex elements in green form the covering. The o marks
inside each element stand for the corresponding center of mass, used to define the nodes of
the visibility graph. The edges of elements that are not completely contained inside the
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polygonal region are shown in blue. The red lines represent edges of the visibility graph of
which the shortest path between the start and end positions are shown in blue.
Proposition 2 requires the computation of additional points, the qci. In this simple example it
is enough to choose them as the centers of mass of the triangle elements. The
neighbourhoods B(qci, ε) can simply be chosen as the circles of maximal radius that can be
inscribed in each triangle element. The second transition in (7) is not used in this example.
The admissible motion directions are simply given by
(8)
where B stands for the neighborhood in the convex element where to cross, as described
above.
The line in magenta represents the trajectory of a unicycle robot, starting with 0 rad
orientation. The linear velocity is set to a constant value whereas the angular velocity is
defined such as to project the velocity vector onto (8).

Figure 2. Robot moving inside a bounding region

6. Experiments
Conveying meanings through motion in the context of the framework described in this
chapter requires sensing and actuation capabilities defined in that framework, i.e., that
robots and humans have (i) adequate motion control, and (ii) the ability to extract a meaning
from the motion being observed.
Motion control has been demonstrated in real experiments extensively described in the
robotics literature. Most of that work is related to accurate path following. As
aforementioned, in a wide range of situations this motion does not need to be completely
specified, i.e., it is not necessary to specify an exact trajectory. Instead, defining a region
where the robot is allowed to move and a goal region to reach might be enough. The tasks
that demonstrate interactions involving robots controlled under the framework described in
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this chapter are not different for classical robotics tasks, e.g., reaching a location in the
workspace.
The extraction of meanings is primarily related to sensing. The experiments in this area
assess if specific strategies yield bounding regions that can be easily perceived by humans
and can also be used by robots for motion control.
Two kinds of experiments are addressed in this chapter, (i) using simulated robots, and (ii)
using real robots. The former allow the assessment of the ideas previously defined under
controlled conditions, namely the assessment of the performance of the robots
independently of the noise/uncertainties introduced by the sensing and actuation devices.
The later illustrate the real performance.
6.1 Sensing bounding regions
Following Diagram 3, a meaning conveyed by motion lies in some bounding region. The
extraction of meanings from motion by robots or humans thus amounts to obtain a region
bounding their trajectories. In general, this is an ill-posed problem. A possible solution is
given by
(9)
is the estimated robot configuration at time t,
, is a ball of radius and
where
centered at
, and h is a time window that marks the initial configuration of the action.
This solution bears some inspiration in typically human charateristics. For instance, when
looking at people moving there is a short term memory of the space spanned in the image
plane. Reasoning on this spanned space might help extrapolating some motion features.
In practical terms, different techniques to compute bounding regions can be used depending
on the type of data available. When data is composed of sparse information, e.g., a set of
points, clustering techniques can be applied. This might involve (i) computing a
dissimilarity matrix for these points, (ii) computing a set of clusters of similar points, (iii)
map each of the clusters into adequate objects, e.g., the convex hull, (iv) define the relation
between these objects, and (iv) remove any objects that might interfere with the workspace.
Imaging sensors are commonly used to acquire information on the environment. Under fair
lighting conditions, computing bounding regions from image data can be done using image
subtraction and contour extraction techniques6. Figure 3 illustrates examples of bounding
regions extracted from the motion of a robot, sampled from visual data at irregular rate. A
basic procedure consisting in image subtraction, transformation to grayscale and edge
detection is used to obtain a cluster of points that are next transformed in a single object
using the convex hull. These objects are successively joined, following (9), with a small time
window. The effect of this time window can be seen between frames 3 and 4, where the first
object detected was removed from the bounding region.
The height of the moving agent clearly influences the region captured. However, if a
calibrated camera is used it is possible to estimate this height. High level criteria and a priori
knowledge on the environment can be used to crop it to a suitable bounding region. Lower
abstraction levels in control architectures might supsump high level motion commands
6

Multiple techniques to extract contours in an image are widely available (see for instance (Qiu, L.
and Li, L., 1998; Fan, X. and Qi, C. and Liang, D. and Huang, H., 2005)).
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computed after such bounding regions that might not be entirely adequate. A typical
example would be having a low level obstacle avoidance strategy that overcomes a motion
command computed after a bounding region obtained without accounting for obstacles.

Figure 3. Bounding region extracted from the motion of a robot
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6.2 Human interacting with a robot
Motion interactions between humans and robots often occur in feedback loops. These
interactions are mainly due to commands that adjust the motion of the robot. While moving
the robot spans a region in the free space that is left for the human to extract the respective
meaning. A sort of error action is computed by the human which is used to define new goal
actions to adjust the motion of the robot.
Map based graphical interfaces are common choices for an unskilled human to control a
robot. Motion commands specifying that the robot is to reach a specific region in the
workspace can be defined using the framework previously defined, forming a crude
language. The interactions through these interfaces occur at sparse instants of time, meaning
that the human is not constantly adjusting bounding regions. Therefore, for the purpose of
illustrating the interaction under the framework described it suffices to demonstrate the
motion when a human specifies a single bounding region.
Figure 4 illustrates the motion of a unicycle robot in six typical indoor missions. For the
purpose of this experiment, the robot extracts its own position and orientation from the
image obtained by a fixed, uncalibrated, camera mounted on the test scenario7. Position is
computed after a rough procedure based on color segmentation. Orientation is obtained
through the timed position difference. A first order low pass filtering is used to smooth the
resulting information. It is worth to point that sophisticated techniques for estimating the
configuration of a robot from this kind of data, namely those using a priori knowledge on
the robot motion model, are widely available. Naturally, the accuracy of such estimates is
higher than the one provided by the method outline above. However, observing human
interactions in real life suggests that only sub-optimal estimation strategies are used and
hence for the sake of comparison it is of interest to use also a non-optimal strategy.
Furthermore, this technique limits the complexity of the experiment.
A Pioneer robot (shown in a bright red cover) is commanded to go to the location of a Scout
target robot (held static), using a bounding region defined directly over the same image that
is used to estimate the position and orientation. Snapshots 1, 2, 3 and 6 show the Pioneer
robot starting in the lefthand side of the image whereas the target robot is placed on the
righthand side. In snapshots 4 and 5 the region of the starting and goal locations are
reversed.
The blue line shows the edges of the visibility graph that corresponds to the bounding
region defined (the actual bounding region was omitted to avoid cumbersome graphics).
The line in magenta represents the trajectory executed. All the computations are done in
image plane coordinates. Snapshot 5 shows the effect of a low level obstacle avoidance
strategy running onboard the Pioneer robot. Near the target the ultrasound sensors perceive
the target as an obstacle and force the robot to take an evasive action. Once the obstacle is no
longer perceived the robot moves again towards the target, this time reaching a close
neighborhood without the obstacle avoidance having to interfere.

7 Localisation strategies have been tackled by multiple researchers (see for instance, (Betke and
Gurvits, 1997; Fox, D. and Thrun, S. and Burgard, W. and Dellaert, F., 2001)). Current state of the art
techniques involve the use of accurate sensors e.g., inertial sensors, data fusion and map building
techniques.
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Figure 4. Robot intercepting a static target
6.3 Interacting robots
Within the framework described in this chapter, having two robots interacting using the
actions framework is basically the same as having a human and a robot as in the previous
section. The main difference is that the bounding regions are processed automatically by
each of the robots.
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In this experiment a Scout robot is used as a static target while two Pionner 3AT robots
interact with each other aiming at reaching the target robot. The communication between
the two Pioneer robots is based on images from a single camera. Both robots have access to
the same image, from which they must infer the actions the teammates are executing.
Each of the Pioneer robots uses a bounding region for its own mission defined after criteria
similar to those used by typical humans, i.e., chooses its bounding regions to complement
the one chosen by the teammate.
A bounding region spanned by the target is arbitrarily identified by each of the chasers (and
in general they do not coincide). Denoting by B1 and B2 the regions being used by the
and
regions where the target robot
chasing robots in the absence of target and by
was identified by each of them the bounding region of each of the chasers is simple BiĻ =
. If shortest routes between each of the chasers and the target are required then it
suffices to make the
.
The two bounding regions, B1Ļ and B2Ļ, overlap around the target region.
The inclusion of the
aims at creating enough space around the target such that the
chaser robots can approach the target without activating their obstacle avoidance strategies.
Figure 5 shows two simulations of this problem with unicycle robots. The target location is
marked with a yellow *. In the lefthand image the target is static whereas in the righthand
areas.
side one uniform random noise was added both to the target position and to the
In both experiments the goal was to reach the target within a 0.1 distance.

Figure 5. Intercepting an intruder
Figure 6 shows a sequence of snapshots obtained in three experiments with real robots and a
static target. These snapshots were taken directly from the image data stream being used by
the robots. The trajectories and bounding regions are shown superimposed.
It should be noted that the aspects related to robot dynamics might have a major influence
in the results of these experiments. The framework presented can be easily adjusted to
account for robot dynamics. However, a major motivation to develop this sort of framework
is to be able to have robots with different functionalities, and often uncertain, dynamics
interacting. Therefore, following the strategy outlined in Diagram 1, situations in which a
robot violates the boundary of a bounding region due, for example, to dynamic constraints
can be assumed to be taken care by lower levels of abstraction.
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Figure 6. Intercepting an intruder

7. Conclusions
The social barriers that still constrain the use of robots in modern societies will tend to
vanish with the sophistication increase of interaction strategies. Communication and
interaction between people and robots occurring in a friendly manner and being accessible
to everyone, independent of their skills in robotics issues, will certainly foster the breaking
of barriers.
Socializing behaviors, such as following people, are relatively easy to obtain with current
state of the art robotics. However, achieving human like interaction through motion (as
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people do) requires the development of alternative models to synthesize behaviors for
robots. The framework outlined in this chapter shows how models of human interactions
from social sciences, can be merged with robot control techniques to yield a set of objects
that simplifies the development of robotics applications.
The experiments presented demonstrate interactions involving humans and robots similar
to those arising in classical approaches. Even though these similarities, for example
measured through the visual quality of trajectories generated by the robots, the effort to
develop these experiments was only a fraction of the effort that a classical approach would
have cost. Furthermore, the results show that robots can operate and interact both among
themselves and with people, with significant quality, in poorly modeled environments. The
experiments were designed for minimal technological requirements, hence avoiding
shadowing the performance of the framework described.
The discussion on how to make a concrete object out of an abstract concept, such as
meaning, might lead to other alternative frameworks. The one described in this chapter
priviledges the locomotion features that characterizes a robot, namely by using as support
space the configuration space. Still, multiple extensions can be made out of the ideas
developed. A virtual agent might require additional components in the objects in SIGNS or
even alternative support spaces, for instance to simplify reasoning processes.
As a final comment, though this work aims at approaching robots to people, as referred in
(Scholtz, 2003), robot designers should also strieve to enhance human skills through robot
technology in addition to trying to substituting robot skills by human ones.
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